We investigate the wave function of a collapsing dust sphere and the interior of the associated black hole. We first consider the wave function of purely vacuum black hole interior and discuss the relation to the corresponding classical solutions. Because of the vacuum nature, a mass scale which characterizes the black hole mass can only be introduced into the wave function by hand. Then to put a mass scale into the wave function in a natural manner, we consider a dust collapse model whose classical counterpart can be exactly solved. As a result, we obtain the wave function of the black hole interior with mass determined by the dust mass. However, we find that the wave function is meaningful only at WKB level due to the sharp boundary surface of the dust sphere. § 1. Introduction
Superspace canonical quantization of gravity has been attacked by many people, particularly· since a work of DeWitt.
l )
This approach incorporates geometrical features of general relativity in an elegant way. For example, there is a hope that quantum gravity may fix the initial condition of the universe. 2 ), 3) At a very early stage of the universe, quantum fluctuations of space-time geometry would have been very large. In such a situation, quantum gravitational effects would play an essential role in the dynamics of space-time. Hence there is a possibility that the initial condition of the universe is determined by quantum gravity. Hawking and his collabolators discussed the initial condition of the by-now-classical universe using mini-superspace models of canonical quantum gravity. They obtained some interesting results such as a possibility of inflation and generation density fluctuations which account for the large-scale structure of the universe.
On the other hand, associated with the field theory on curved space time, quantum gravity will also play an important role in the stability of space-time geometries. Related to this, Gross, Perry and Yaffe 4 ) discussed a quantum gravitational instability of the thermal flat space through nucleation of black holes by path integral method, but the physical significance of their result seems yet unclear due to our lack of knowledge about quantum states of black holes.
In this paper, we attempt to treat a Schwarzschild black hole based on superspace canonical quantum gravity. A similar analysis has been done by Laflamme.
S )
In this approach, a physical state 1Jf is obtained by solving the Hamiltonian constraint and the momentum constraint,
ii1Jf=o , (1'1) (1·2) Equation (1-2) means 1Jf depends only on the geometry of 3-spa,ce. So 1Jf( -) is a functional defined on superspace, and dynamical information is contained in Eq. (I-I) (Wheeler-DeWitt equation).l) When one attempts to treat inhomogeneous spaces by this method, a great difficulty comes up. In the case of homogeneous cosmology, the dynamical degrees of freedom of the 3-metric are finite because of the homogeneity. But in the case of black holes, space is fully inhomogeneous, so the dynamical degrees of freedom are infinite and are mutually coupled in a highly non-linear manner. Then the corresponding Wheeler-DeWitt equation. (I-I) becomes a functional differential equation of infinite degrees of freedom. It is practically impossible to solve such an equation. But if one restricts the story only to inside the black hole horizon, the roles of space and time are reversed, and the spatial geometry becomes homogeneous.
As a preliminary step toward the understanding of black quantum states, we consider quantum states of the black hole interior at WKB level. ·In the case of cosmological contexts, the correspondence between classical solutions and WKB wave functions has been discussed by Wada.
)
Similarly here we discuss the relation of WKB wave function to classical solutions, hoping that some insight into quantum aspect of black holes may be obtained. Canonical quantum gravity has many difficulties such as the absence of Hilbert space 7 ) and the problem of time.
But we do not touch such problems. This paper is organized as follows. In § 2, we consider canonical theory for the black hole interior and solve the classical equations of motion. In § 3, we carry out quantization and solve Wheeler-DeWitt equation at WKB level. In § 4, a mass scale is introduced through a dust collapse model and some implications of the result are . discussed. Section 5 is devoted for conclusion. Throughout the paper, we use the units G=n=c=l, but nand K2=1671-G will be explicitly inserted in expressions when we want to identify the quantum effects clearly .. § 2_ Canonical formalism Schwarzschild space-time'is the unique spherically symmetric solution of the vacuum Einstein equations. It is given by the metric,
Outside the horizon, r > 2 m, gtt < 0 and grr > 0, so the t -direction is time-like and ther-direction is space-like. ,But inside the horizon, r<2m, gtt >0 and grr<O, thus the t-direction becomes space-like, and the r-direction becomes time-like, i.e., the roles of space and time are interchanged. Hence the Schwarzschild space-time is spatially homogeneous inside the horizon. In other words, the ge~eral metric which describes the interior of a spherically symmetric black hole· is (-00< r<oo) This is nothing but the metric for Kantowski-Sachs solutions. 9 ) The Lagrangian which gives the Einstein equations is (2) (3) where N is the lapse function, h is the determinant of the 3-metric hij, K/ is the extrinsic curvature and 3R is the 3-curvattire. For the metric (2-2), the Lagrangian becomes Ji2L=2 v( --;.j(ab 2 +2d bb)+ Na), (2) (3) (4) where V = 471"fO'dr. Although V is divergent we pretend that it is finite (or assume that the space is suitably compactified) at the moment.
For convenience, we change the variables as follows:
y=g(a 2 +1).
Then the Lagrangian becomes
From this Lagrangian, we get the Hamiltonian:
Let us consider classical solutions to this Hamiltonian system. The Hamiltonian equations of motion are
· aH
Ji2
In addition, there is a constraint equation which is given by variation with respect to the lapse function N,
From Eqs. (2·8) and (2·9), we obtain
Therefore, It seems that many solutions correspond to one Schwarzschild solution of a particular mass. This is because the metric (2·2) has freedom of scale transformation with respect to the r-direction. However, if one compactifies the spatial direc- To quantize the system, we consider the Hamiltonian·constraint H=O as the unique restriction to a physical state W. By replacement, nx~(nfi)(ajaX), nY~(nji) x (ajay), H becomes an operator:
iiw=o.
In our case, we obtain from Eq. (2'9), (3'2) We solve this equation at WKB level and investigate the relation to classical solutions. In Na = c gauge, Eq. (2 '11) is easily solved and the action for a classical solution is obtained as
where to is the time at which (X, Y)=( -m, m). This action satisfies the Hamilton· Jacobi equation obtained from Eq. (3·2) by setting lJf=e(ill't)S and keeping only the terms of lowest order in fi:
Therefore, a WKB solution is given by
where the -sign corresponds to the collapsing (black hole) phase and the + sign to the expanding (white hole) phase. This solution is the same as the one given by Laflamme 5 ) except that he fixed the spatial volume as. V = K/4 from the beginning.
We notice that the classical limit fiJl-tO seems to be realized also by V -to evenif fiJI is kept finite. But this is probably caused by our mini-superspace approximation of the full quantum gravity. Therefore it may not have any physical significance. Phase constant lines of the wave function are given by (3·6)
In the shaded region of Fig. 2 , lJf is damped exponentially (provided that lJf is bounded on the (Y, X)-plane) and this behaviour implies that it is a classically forbidden Euclidean region. This is in accord with the fact that classical trajectories which go through the shaded region are those with imaginary c. All trajectories of classical solutions cross the phase constant lines of lJf orthogonally, and this behaviour shows the WKB feature of this wave function. Note that since we fixed the Schwarzschild massm at classical level, we obtained the wave function corresponding to that mass scale. Thus the mass scale was introduced in an ad hoc way. However, in reality, the mass of a black hole is determined by the amount of matter energy which was. trapped in the black hole. In the next section, we investigate a more realistic model that gives a mass scale to the Schwarzschild space-time. § 4. Introduction of mass scale
The Schwarzschild space-time is a solution of the vacuum Einstein equations which are scale free. Therefore the mass scale is not determined intrinsically also at quantum level. In § 3, we first gave a Schwarzschild ma~s and got the corresponding semi-classical wave function. In this section, we consider a dust collapse model as a (at least bit more) realistic model, and investigate what kind of configuration will be realized.
y. Nambu and M. Sasaki
As is well known, for co-moving observers, the geometry of a collapsing dust is described by a closed Friedmann universe which is homogeneous and isotropic,IO) (4 '1) where Xo corresponds to the dust surface. Motion of dust is given by 1 R(7)=TRo(l +COS7), r(7) = ~Ro(7) + sin 7) ) ,
where Ro and Xo are related to the initial radius of the dust sphere in terms of the Schwarzschild radial coordinate and the Schwarzschild mass as
Appearance of collapse is illustrated in Fig. 3 (2) exterior of the dust sphere (Region 2) (Xo::;;x< 00)
dsl= -N2(t)2dt 2 + a(tYdx 2 +b(t)2(d8 2 +sin 2 8d¢2) , (4'5)
where, to simplify the following arguments, we have assumed that a 3-hypersurface is described by one coordinate X both in Region 1 and in Region 2. Thus the spatial metric components are assumed to have the form
where t is an infinitesimally small num-ber which represents the width of the junction surface at x= Xo and 8e(x) is a smoothed step function which reduces to the Heaviside step function at €~O limit. For the metric (4·6), the Lagrangian is given by
The second integral contains the value of 3 R at the junction point X = xo. 
where Mdust = ViR 3 Pdust is the total rest mass of the dust and is constant. We can get constraint equations by variation with respect to lapse ·functions Nl and N2 : Since the 0 and ¢ components of the momentum constraint become trivial because of the symmetry of the 3-hypersurface, it is enough to consider the X component only:
At X* Xo, this equation becomes trivial but at x= Xo gives the juncti~n condition between Region 1 and Region 2. Since the junction condition should not involve the ambiguity associated with the cht>ice of a step function at x= Xo, Eq. (4 '14) implies the following conditions: Integrating Eqs. (4·15) and (4'16) in an interval which contains X=Xo, we obtain the unambiguous junction condition:
H3=Rsinxo-b=0. (4'18)
To check that these constraints are consistent with the time development, we must pay attention to the fact that a lapse of time is not the same in Region 1 and Region 2. So the time derivatives of P and H3 must be defined by a proper time derivative. That is (4·19)
Hence we have
(modulo p=o and H 3 =0) (4·20) and =0
(modulo P=O and H3=0) .
Therefore, if Xo = lr/2, the constraints (4 ·15) and (4 ·16) become consistent with the Hamiltonian equations of motion. This condition means that the initial radius of the . dust sphere is equal to the radius of horizon and is due to the assumption that the metric ofthe exterior region is described by Eq. (4·5) with a time-independent Xo; only in the case XO=lr/2, the directions of the hypersurface normal vectors coincide at junction X = Xo. See Fig. 4 .
Setting xO=lr/2 from now on, equations which describe our system are: Hamiltonian:
V2=4lrl"" dx . 
Quantization
The equations which govern the dynamics of quantum states are obtained by replacement flr-"(n/i)(8j8R), fla-"(n/i)(8j8a), flb-,,(n!i)(8j8b) in constraint equations (4·23)~(4·26) and operating them on the wave function W (R, a, b) :
The last eg.uation implies
where 6 is a small number for which the limit 6-"0 should be taken in the end. Substituting this form into Eqs. (4·33) and (4·34), we obtain
In Eq. (4·38), the term (2n2j6) diverges for 6-"0. But since this term il;l O(n 2 ), we may drop it at WKB level. The origin of the divergence is due to the use of the step function which connects Region 1 and Region 2. This implies that to treat the system at full quantum level, we must join both regions smoothly. Then functional degrees of freedom would inevitably come into play. This is intuitively understandable since quantum effects would naturally blur the boundary surface of the dust sphere, while our model totally neglects such effects. 'At WKB level (O(n», Eqs. (4·38) and (4·39) reduce to 
It is apparent that this 9/2(a, b) satisfies the constraint fUa, b)9/2(a, b )=0 and corresponds to the wave function of Schwarzschild space-time with mass Rm~x/2 (see Eq.
(3·5». Therefore, we have shown that the mass scale of the wave function describing the vacuum exterior is naturally determined by the mass energy of matter responsible for black hole formation, at least in a simple collapsing dust model described above. § 5.
Conclusion
In this paper,we have investigated the wave function describing the inside of the black hole horizon at semi-classical level (WKB level). Since Schwarzschild spacetime is a solution of the vacuum Einstein equations, a mass scale comes in as a merely constant of integration at classical level. Correspondingly, the mass scale can be introduced in the wave function only by hand. The wave function of a given mass scale represents an infinite number of Schwarzschild geometries of the same mass but with all different spatial volumes, provided the space direction is compactified. If the spatial volume is taken to be infinite, the wave function oscillates at an infinite large frequency and is reduced to the classical solution.
In order to incorporate a mass scale in a more natural way, we considered a dust collapse model. We found that the mass scale of the wave function which describes the Schwarzschild part is determined by the dust mass through the' momentm:n constraint. For simplicity we joined the two regions by a step function. As a result, a divergence of O(n 2 ) appeared. This implies that a consistent quantum treatment is possible only by introducing functional degrees of freedom into the system. Clearly, it is not possible to obtain much information from a WKB analysis. A first step to go beyond the WKB level would be to take into account small fluctuations around the WKB solution, as commonly done. We think we should attack on this issue next.
